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Back in
the game

Members of the Intercollegiate Athletic Committee (IAC) listen as Thomasine Heitkamp (bottom center), professor in
social work, speaks during Monday’s meeting at Robin Hall.

Do you agree
with Luke?
Rachel Cox & Declan Hoffman
The Dakota Student

fully fund each sport in allocation of scholarships permitted by NCAA, and to reduce
the number of complimentary
tickets, and restructure the
agreements with the Ralph Engelstad Arena and the Alerus
Center.
Committee members were
able to come to a common
consensus which was in part,
inspired by the passionate stories of the coaches and the importance of their programs to
the athletes as well as the community.
Nov. 1 was the deadline the
IAC was given to examine conference affiliation, athletic department finances, as well as
the number of sports it sponsors and the number of athletes on the rosters. The committee served as advisory to
President Kennedy as he made
the final decisions of whether
or not to cut certain programs.
It’s been a long journey for
the Kennedy-established IAC.
The committee faced enormous pressure in their decision, especially after the proposed athletic cuts by Interim
President Schafer last spring.
Their ultimate goal was to find
the best resolution they could
for the student athletes with a
plan the university could support.
“I don’t want to lose a single sport and I don’t want to
lose a single athlete,” Sue Jeno,
faculty athletic representative,
said. “That’s my role: to protect the role of the studentathletes.”
The major issue the committee was tasked to examine was which athletic teams
could be cut to help close a
$1.4 million budget deficit. So
instead of cutting teams, they
chose to find a way to reallo-

Do you agree with Luke?
These words have covered
sidewalks, white boards and
flyers for the past week. More
recently, almost 100 students
have been wearing bright orange ‘I agree with Luke’ T-shirts
around campus.
But who is Luke and why is
he trying to get people to agree
with him? Enthused and frustrated students alike have been
asking these questions for a
while now.
Luke Mathewson is a super
senior majoring in history at
the University of North Dakota.
Most people know him as a tight
end for the football team.
For some,
“When
Mathewson’s
beliefs are
you believe
perfectly in
in Jesus, it
line with that
makes a big
of their own.
diﬀerence in
For others,
how you view
his beliefs
differ — eithis life.”
ther slightly
or drastiCarl Juhl
cally — with
the religious
preferences they choose to hold.
For members of Cru, an oncampus interdenominational
religious organization, it was
promoting who the group is
and what they stand for in a
way that was engaging for both
the group members and UND
community alike that Cru set
out to do three weeks ago.
Cru
collectively
engaging with current and potential
members or even skeptics of the
group after the large build-up to
Luke’s speech Tuesday night.
Over the past three weeks,
members of Cru formulated a
plan to gain the attention of their
student peers. The goal: get as
many people as possible to listen
up by attracting the attention of
the entire campus with a question vague in its core, but simple
enough that it would result in
immediate understanding once
specified, opening people’s ears
for an explanation.
“When people believe in Jesus and they’re living for him, it
gives them a foundation when
they’re encountering hard times
in their lives. Everyone will turn
to different things—some will
turn to alcohol, others will turn
to friends, social media or whatever—but when you believe in
Jesus, it makes a big difference
in how you view this life,” Carl
Juhl, sophomore and Cru member, said.
Megan Gowan, a student at
UND and a friend of Mathewson’s, introduced him Tuesday
evening before he climbed on
stage to give a talk about his
journey through faith. Being a
part of Cru, a religious organization on campus, for the past four
years, Mathewson has learned a
lot about the gospel and what he
wants to do with it.
“It’s the most important
thing in my life and I want them
to have that,” he said, referring
to the crowd that was beginning
to fill the ballroom in the Student Union.
For Mathewson, the story of
his life parallels in many ways
with that of the disciple with the
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The Intercollegiate Athletic Committee meets to discuss sport teams sponsorship
Liz Kacher
The Dakota Student

The Intercollegiate Athletic
Committee (IAC) met Monday
afternoon to discuss the sports
the university would be able
to economically retain in the
future. After two hours of passionate discussion, committee
members made the decision to
recommend to President Kennedy that all 20 sports should
continue to be sponsored by
UND.
The IAC had previous met
on Monday Oct. 10, where
they allowed the coaches
whose teams faced getting cut,
a chance to plea for the future
of their programs. Student athletes were also in attendance
and were able to present while
their coach was speaking.
Prior to Tuesday’s meeting,
the sports that had the potential of being cut were M/W tennis, M/W swimming and div-

ing, M/W golf, W soccer and
softball.
The sports that were considered safe prior to Tuesday’s
meeting were football, M/W
hockey, M/W basketball, M/W
track and field and cross country.
Tuesday, President Kennedy issued a statement in which
he agreed with their recommendation. UND will continue to sponsor all 20 sports. The

committee authorized Kennedy to invest up to $7.3 million
in additional institutional support to do so.
In addition to the $7.3 million of institutional support,
the committee proposed to increase ticket prices by 25 percent across all sports for which
tickets are required, also increase the distribution of ticket revenue from 48 percent
to 60 percent, scholarships to

“The reality is this is a problem that needs
to be borne by a lot of diﬀerent stakeholders,
whether it’s ticket holders, the student body
as a whole, the REA and Alerus Center.”
Eric Murphy

Committee member

Nick Nelson / Dakota Student
Athletic director Brian Faison becomes emotional while speaking about the suspension of
athletic programs during the Intercollegiate Athletic Committee meeting Monday afternoon at Robin Hall.
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cate the funds needed to
sustain UND athletics at
the highest level.
Kennedy realizes the
commendation involves
the agreement of others,
and he acknowledged in
a statement that there are
some uncertainties, “We
will pursue options suggested in the IAC recommendation though feel
compelled to recognize
the fact that all will depend on the agreement
of others and uncertainty exists that such hoped
for additional funding
will materialize.”
The IAC firmly believes in UND athletics
and success of student
athletes. They realized
that the recommendation
would certainly involve
some obstacles before
they sent it to Kennedy.
They balanced scenarios
in which UND funded
16, 17 or 18 teams and ultimately heard the voices
of the student athletes
and coaches as they recommended to keep all 20
teams.
“The reality is this
is a problem that needs
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Intercollegiate Athletic Committee (IAC) member Lowell Schweigert speaks during discussion of a motion proposed by professor Eric Murphy during Monday’s meeting at Robin Hall.

to be borne by a lot of
different stakeholders,
whether it’s ticket holders, the student body as
a whole, the REA and
Alerus Center,” said Eric

Murphy, the committee
member who proposed
the changes.
So the question to address now, since the proposal has been passed,

is where the funding is
going to come from. The
committee decided on direct institutional support
which will come from
reallocated
resources

throughout the university, including academics.
Ultimately, the IAC
had their vote pass 15-0
with one abstention. The
passion of the players
definitely affected those
involved with the decision making process.
While financial means
were a major concern,
it was more important
to the IAC that the student athletes, who they
consider role models on
campus, were not going
to bear the brunt of this
problem.
Kennedy praised the
IAC for its’ commitment
to finding the best solution for the student athletes and his vision for
One UND.

Liz Kacher is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
mary.kacher@und.edu
Nick Nelson / Dakota Student
Daniella Irle, deputy director of UND Athletics, speaks to Intercollegiate Athletic Committee member and professor Eric
Murphy during Monday’s meeting at Robin Hall.

1 | Luke
same name. Describing
how, while being raised
in a devoted Christian
household, he found himself struggling a lot of the
time to find his place in the
church. Much of his childhood was spent finding
ways to make it through
the hour of church on Sunday or the few hours in
youth group during the
week.
Like most other young
members of the church,
Mathewson found his devotion to the church and
his relationship with Jesus very limited. He was
blocking out one of the
most important figures in
his life, especially during
his first few months in college when times got tough.
“There were weeks on
end when I was calling
home with tears streaming
down my face because I
didn’t know what to do—
that’s where I was. For
those weeks, I was trying
to avoid the whole situation. How could I keep living for all of this if I doubted it?” Mathewson said.
Despite the motivational words that held the
attention of well over 100
college students, Mathewson explained how he is
still constantly looking out
for ways to improve his
character and build stronger relationships with

those around him and
with his faith.
“I haven’t arrived yet.
I’m not up here speaking
to you because I have it
all together,” Mathewson
said.
In addition to Juhl and
many other members of
Cru, one of the most valuable parts of being a member of the organization is
the relationships that are
built within.
“It’s been a really positive impact to have opportunities to do things outside of the football team.
Like tonight’s event has
given me some awesome
relationships with people
different from those that
I’m always around … Cru
is open for anyone willing
to share their thoughts,”
Mathewson said.
Now pursuing the
path to become a pastor, as
did eight of his relatives,
Mathewson will be looking into seminary school
after graduating from
UND. But that wasn’t always his dream.
“I originally wanted to
teach and coach,” he said.
“I wanted to teach history
and coach either football
or basketball.”
But then, after a
mission trip to Belize,
Mathewson found a different calling.
“I found so much more
joy in teaching about
God and the gospel than
I did teaching history,”
Mathewson said, before
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Luke Matthewson, a UND student, speaks about the path to his religious
faith Tuesday evening at the Memorial Union ballroom.

laughing and adding.
“And I love history, so for
me to be able to say that
was a big deal!”
As for the chalk on the
sidewalks, the ambiguity
was actually a part of the
plan.
“It was a way to get the
word out and really to get
people talking about it,”
Mathewson said.

The t-shirts came after,
as a way to promote the
event and to get people
asking questions.
Jonathan Bartels, a
member of the leadership team in Cru, stated
that there was a training
session to go along with
Matthewson’s talk so that
they would be prepared
to answer those questions

students might have. Then
they were given flyers and
t-shirts and told to go out
and inform the campus.
“I believe that this
event was beneficial to the
campus,” said Bartels, giving reason as to why he
was willing to advocate
for it.
Several attendees were
members of Cru them-

selves, like Marta and Jessica Calequera from Angola, although the complete
story of who Luke was
and what his story was
still was unclear.
“We heard a little bit
about him,” Calequerz
said. “But we didn’t know
exactly what happened for
him to change his life.”
Marta agreed, adding,
“We all can change.”
After attending the
event, both girls confirmed
that they agreed with Matthewson, as did most of
the students in attendance.

Rachel Cox is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
rachel.a.cox@und.edu
Declan Hoffman is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
declan.hoffman@und.edu
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Emily Gibbens; vote for Doug L
Burgum for Governor
Emily Gibbens
Dakota Student
Voting is a big deal,
but sometimes it is difficult to make your choice
when you haven’t heard
a lot about the candidates. Personally, I have
become so focused on
the presidential election
that the other categories
had slipped my mind
until I received my absentee ballot in the mail
and looked at all of the
names I didn’t recognize.
We get so used to voting
based on what we see in
the media instead of doing our own research that
sometimes it is frustrating to not know who a
candidate or what they
stand for.
An example of this
would be the people running for the governor of
North Dakota. When I
got my absentee ballot in
the mail, I had to do research on many people
running because I didn’t
want my vote to be an
uneducated one.
There are three options for Governor and
Lt. Governor, and then as
always, you have the option to write someone in.
The three pairs running
include Doug Burgum
and Brent Sanford, Marvin E Nelson and Joan
Heckaman, and Marty
Riske and Joshua Voytek.
After weighing my options, I decided to cast
my vote with Doug Burgum.
Burgum has experience in many different
things, but really no political background. He is
a well-known businessman and has won many
awards. One of these
awards
includes
the
highest honor within the
state, the Theodore Roosevelt Rough Rider Award
given to him by former
North Dakota governor,
John Hoeven.
Burgum
was
the
president of Great Plains
Software which he sold
to Microsoft. He then
worked with Microsoft as
the Senior Vice President
of Microsoft Business Solutions Group until 2007.
He has been the creator,

CEO or on the board of
various companies like
Kilbourne Group and
Arthur Ventures, and he
has many investments
within the state of North
Dakota.
Burgum has also been
involved in many philanthropies,
including
starting his own to focus
on youth, education, and
health called the Doug
Burgum Family Fund.
One of the main reasons I support Doug
Burgum is because he is
against Common Core
in the education system,
which is also something I
am strongly against.
Just two years ago, I
volunteered to assist a
classroom of fourth graders. My allotted hour per
day happened to be during the time they children had their math lesson. The math problems
I saw them working on
were not like the ones I
was taught in elementary school. I am fully
capable of fourth grade
math problems, but I had
to teach myself the meaningless processes they
were doing in order to
help them. The unnecessary steps common core
takes seems to be only
confusing kids more than
the way students were
taught before.
Burgum also supports gay rights. He
thinks it is not something
that should be discriminated against. In an interview with the Grand
Forks Herald he stated,
“I would put it right up
there with race and gender and religion.”
I completely agree
with his statement. Although it is legal for
same-sex couples to get
married in the United
States now, there are
still some discrimination
issues going on just as
there is in race, religion,
and gender that need to
be solved.
When it comes to the
very controversial topic
of abortion, Burgum is a
bit unclear of where he
stands. He realizes it is
a very difficult topic to
assess as he has never
been in such a position
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Doug Burgum, businessman and candidate for governor

Photo courtesy of Doug Burgum for Governor

“If you consider yourself to have mostly conservative views,
Burgum is your best choice. Just like Burgum, I would say I am
a Republican, who is for marriage equality and but is also on
the fence about the abortion issue.”
Emily Gibbens
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The Dakota Student

to make that choice. He
agrees that all abortions
are tragedies, but expresses that we need to
focus on preventing unintended pregnancies in
the first place.
He is also all for the
2nd Amendment. He is a

Green Rabbit comics

gun owner and a hunter
himself and believes we
all have the right to own
and carry firearms.
If you consider yourself to have mostly conservative views, Burgum
is your best choice. Just
like Burgum, I would say

I am a Republican, who
is for marriage equality and but is also on the
fence about the abortion
issue.
No matter which side
you’re on or who you
agree with, the most important thing is that you

get out and vote. If you
aren’t from Grand Forks
and you haven’t acquired the proper forms
to vote here because you
are a student, make sure
to get your absentee ballot mailed to you, so you
can do your civic duty.
Even if you refuse to vote
for a presidential candidate, the state-wide candidates still need your
votes.

Emily Gibbens is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
she can be reached at
emily.gibbens@und.edu

Editorial Policy
The Dakota Student
is dedicated to the
free exchange of ideas.
Opinion columns and
letters to the editor
will not be edited for
content reasons, except
in cases of criminal
or civil liability.
The Dakota Student
reserves the right to
edit or reject columns
or letters for various
reasons. The ideas
expressed in columns
and letters reflect the
views of the writer
and do not necessarily
represent the opinion
of the staff of the
Dakota Student.
Illustration by Joshua Kolbow/ Greenrabbit.com
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Love doesn’t always come around
Breanna Roen
Dakota Student

Cancer sucks.
The entire world has
unanimously agreed upon
that, but to Greg Gaines, he
doesn’t realize how big the
issue of cancer will slowly
engulf his every thought
and action. Cancer consumes more than just the
body, it consumes words,
emotions and all positivity.
Greg has never experienced
this, but he’s ready for the
biggest challenge of his life.
“Me and Earl and the
Dying Girl” shows us the
life of the not-so-romantic
Greg Gaines just attempting to get through the inevitable tragedy of high
school. Gaine’s main focus
is attempting to remain
completely under the radar
and not obtain any friends
or enemies.
Yes, Greg’s had his share
of girlfriends and crushes
who have sadly broken his
non-romantic heart. One
of these not-so-lucky girls
is Rachel Kushner. Greg
and Rachel met in Hebrew
school, and the only reason
he attempted to woo over
Rachel was to win over another girl’s heart.
We can clearly see none
of that worked out, and now
Greg has no love life. Fastforward to senior year when
he is still maintaining his
low level profile and returns
home to his mom wanting
to inform him of some bad
news: Rachel Kushner has
acute myelogenous leukemia.
Greg’s mom is now forcing him to do the most awkward thing any senior boy
could dream of: spending
time with his not-so-ex-girlfriend. At first Rachel isn’t
too accepting of the fact that
Greg wants to come over
after not having communicated in what felt like eons.
Eventually Greg comes
over and slowly regains
friendship with Rachel.
Greg’s best friend Earl who

is his polar opposite, also
tags along with these adventures to hang out with
Rachel. These three end up
bonding over home movies directed, produced and
acted by Earl and Greg.
What they don’t know is
how these movies will aﬀect
their friendship, trust and
emotions.
This book wasn’t at all
what I thought it would be.
I was expecting “Fault in
Our Stars” type reading material. No matter how stereotypical it is, the romance
genre is a guilty pleasure of
mine. I definitely was expecting Greg and Rachel to
fall in love. It was the perfect
story to make it happen but
once again, that would be
“Fault in Our Stars” 2.0.
There was no love story,
no wholehearted miracles;
only- not-so-romantic ending. This book is much bigger than what it has made
out to be.
I believe many people
criticize the book because
it is not the love story we
wanted and honestly, it’s a

Photo courtesy of “Me and Earl and The Dying Girl” ofﬁcial facebook page
The ofﬁcial photo for theatrical release

“This book wasn’t at all what I thought it would be. I was expecting a
“Fault in Our Stars” type reading material. No matter how stereotypical it
is, the romance genre is a guilty pleasure of mine. I deﬁnitely was expecting
Greg and Rachel to fall in love. It was the perfect story to make it happen
but once again, that would be Fault in Our Stars 2.0.”

Breanna Roen
The Dakota Student

very nice change of pace.
Jesse Andrews is so vastly similar to an author I have
been talking about throughout this whole article, the
one and only prince of sappy love novels, John Green.
The king is Nicholas
Sparks but I’m not even going to elaborate on him right
now. The common characters between these two authors is astonishingly similar, two boys and a girl with
cancer.

In Green’s book the
main masculine role of Augustus Waters has cancer.
In Andrew’s book the main
masculine character Greg
sees himself as a cancer to
society. Also “Fault in Our
Stars” is a love story, but as
it is clearly stated over and
over throughout, “Me and
Earl and the Dying Girl”
is not that. Kirkus Reviews
even states on the front cover of the book, “Though the
novel begs… comparisons

to John Green’s “The Fault
in Our Stars,” it stands on
it’s own inventiveness, humor, and heart.”
These authors go hand
in hand, so if you are interested in checking out this
book you may also want to
take a peek at the works of
John Green.
This movie has been
around since 2015, and has
attracted many critics and
fans alike. After watching
the movie, I am on the fence

on whether I like it or not.
I’m someone who really
appreciates when a movie
resembles a book to it’s fullest potential. In the book,
each chapter has a name,
like millions of other books
spanning across all genres.
In the movie, they show
the names of the chapters
on screen as they are happening which I thought was
pretty intriguing and led me
to enjoy the movie from this
aspect.

It brought back the feeling of reading the book.
Another thing that captured
my interest was how nostalgic the book and movie
felt to me. Both written and
cinematic versions are set
in the current era, but there
are small devices here and
there that feel nostalgic.
Greg watches classic movies, visits old record and
book stores and for the
movies they produce, they
use Greg’s dad’s old crank
video camera. I also appreciate that Greg essentially
narrates his thoughts about
all of his friends and what
he thinks about all of their
actions and emotions.
There were also some
points I wasn’t quite a fan
of. There is a point in time
where Rachel tells Greg she
is quitting treatments; in the
book he is a little discouraged but not to the point of
breaking down from sadness. In the movie he actually becomes annoyed and
yells at Rachel.
Greg is upset Rachel no
longer has the will to live
and he begins to elicit emotions we’ve never seen from
him. There is also some minor errors from the book to
the movie such as certain
characteristics about characters and their quirks, that
were missed in the movie.
Overall, the move did a
pretty good job emulating
the book. As stereotypical
as it is, I preferred the book
because of its seriousness
and the lack of love between
the main characters in it. We
are so adapted to the idea of
love and loss stories that it
was a nice change of pace;
this story incorporates cancer and no love between the
two main characters. “Me
and Earl and the dying girl”
definitely holds a special
place in my heart.
Cancer sucks, cancer
doesn’t care about love.
Breanna Roen is a opinion writer for
The Dakota Student. She can be reached
at breanna.roen@gmail.com

Cameron’s Corner, “Revolution Radio” back on top
Cameron Campbell
Dakota Student

Living in North Dakota
we have all seen the kid
who loses an edge while ice
skating and can’t get back
up. People keep their eyes
on them at all times as they
stumble from where they
once stood strong. This is
Green Day. After “American Idiot” they slumped
and musically couldn’t
get it together. Now, 12
years later, they have got
to the boards and pulled
themselves back onto their
feet with their new album
“Revolution Radio.”
I am not going to lie; I
had my doubts. The past
few albums have been
beyond mediocre or just
plain annoying such as
their song “Know Your Enemy.” Where they repeated the line “Do you know
your enemy” 16 times and
“Well gotta know the enemy” eight times in a three
minute song.
“Revolution
Radio”
was released on Oct. 7 of
this year and has already
hit number one on the UK
Album Chart. This album
is their first album in four
years. “Revolution Rock”
follows up the impressive
publishing year of 2012
where Green Day released
three albums within a 72
days of each other (“Uno!”,
“Dos!”, “Tres!”)
What got me interested
in listening to this new album, wasn’t the news of
a new album or anything.

I had basically given up
on Green Day’s new stuﬀ,
until I heard their new
single “Bang Bang.” When

from the album “Bang
Bang.” Then the album
became mediocre for three
songs. During this time I

arena. Backing vocals that
thousands of people could
shout back at you.
My favorite song oﬀ

bug. It may be my favorite
song they have released in
12 years.
Green Day is one of

“With Armstrong’s unique voice and his knack for writing
meaningful and hard rocking punk songs back in action, there
shouldn’t be anything standing in the bands way of becoming
even bigger. All in all I am happy to see Green Day making music that I can rock out to again instead of getting annoyed.”
Cameron Campbell
The Dakota Student

I heard the sound and felt
the feel of it I had to listen
to the album. The edge
at least in for this song
seemed to be back. Could
the California punk band
be making a much needed
come back?
The album starts oﬀ
with a song called “Somewhere Now.” It begins
with a nice sounding
acoustic guitar. Green Day
is known for having soft
and pretty songs such as
“When September Ends.”
So it starting soft wasn’t
anything startling. Then
out of nowhere about 45
seconds into the song the
electric guitar kicks in and
the song gets some legs.
You hear the energy and
the sound of classic Green
Day.
Right after “Somewhere Now” is the single

thought to myself, “Here
we go again, Green Day.
Another meh album.”
Finally, on track six
came the song “Bouncing
Oﬀ the Wall.” Once the
singing came in I was instantly caught by its hook.
The backing vocals drew
me in and it seemed like
the song was made for an

the album is “Too Dumb
to Die.” The song drives
hard and brings you back
to the days of “Dookie”
and “American Idiot” back
to when the band had this
unbreakable energy and
backbone. The way Billy
Joe Armstrong forms the
melody of the lyrics is beyond catchy, it’s an ear-

those bands that has had a
huge impact on the music
world and listeners everywhere. With Armstrong’s
unique voice and his knack
for writing meaningful
and hard rocking punk
songs back in action, there
shouldn’t be anything
standing in the bands way
of becoming even bigger.
All in all I am happy to see
Green Day making music
that I can rock out to again
instead of getting annoyed.
Cameron Campbell is a opinion
writer for The Dakota Student. He can
be reached at cameroncampbell25@
gmail.com
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Your moment of Zen

"Zen in 10" classes help relax the campus

Jacob Notermann
The Dakota Student

In the wake of another round of budget cuts,
UND still finds a way to
relax.
Twice a week for ten
minutes, various campus
buildings receive a visit
from the Zen master, Kay
Williams.
Williams retired five
years ago after serving 31
years as a medical tech.
Now, she teaches yoga
classes, and the popular
“Zen in 10” classes.
She visits about five
different buildings twice
a week, and gives anyone
who joins 10 minutes to
stretch.
Before the class gets
under way, the participants talk amongst themselves and catch up on the
latest news in their lives.
The friendly atmosphere is
contributed to the fact that
the classes are made up of
friends. Friends who work
together and just need a
quick break from work.
For Williams, she sees
her job as simple but very
rewarding.
“I just play crazy music
and we move like nobody
is looking and we have fun
and laugh,” Williams said.
“The university people

Nick Nelson / The Dakota Student
Instructor Kay Williams leads a group in stretching exercises at the Gorecki Alumni Center during a Zen in 10 event Tuesday morning.

who work here, it’s just
a stress reliever for them,
and I’m happy to help
them.”
“I sit at a desk all day
staring at a computer, so it
really helps loosen up all
the muscles and kind of

relaxes you,” said Dawn
Lommen, a regular for the
Twamley Hall sessions.
“You feel refreshed afterwards and ready to tackle
the day.”
The difficulty level of
the class is minuscule with

most of the moves being
stretches. One participant
walked in admitting she
had torn her meniscus recently, but she was still capable of partaking. There is
an element of balance that
can be tested, though. The

purpose of the class is not call the shots from time to
so much about the physi- time.
cality, but more about re“Sometimes I will oflaxation.
fer ‘do you wanna just sit
“[It helps] not only and have a little meditamentally [or] physically, tion?’ And they’ll say ‘no,
[but also] work-related,” we want the music loud,’”
Lommen said. “It’s much Williams said.
easier to concentrate when
“Zen in 10” takes place
you’re not all tightened up between 9 a.m. and noon
and stiff.”
on Tuesdays and ThursThis class is more used days. The times and locaas a mission to help those tions for each session can
at the university. This be found in the event calis why the class moves endar on the UND website.
around from building to
Sign up is requested
building throughout the for the classes. Classes take
morning.
place in 6-8 week rotation,
“When it’s only a ten but the current rotation
minute break, you can ends this week. The new
kinda sneak away from rotation will begin soon.
work,” Williams said.
“Sometimes being hap“And if I come to them, py is a way of being zen,"
then that’s all their time in- Williams said. "Sometimes
vested. So they’re not miss- you can’t erase all the neging a whole bunch, but if atives just by sitting still.
they had to walk, it may Sometimes moving gets
take 10 more minutes and rid of the bad vibes that
so maybe they wouldn’t might be around.”
be able to get away from
work.”
Williams displays the Jacob Notermann is a staff writer for
desire to help her class- The Dakota Student. He can be reached
at jacob.notermann@und.edu
mates by allowing them to

Legendary Lightfoot was a letdown
Amanda Hefner
The Dakota Student
Last Monday night,
the Chester Fritz Auditorium was transformed
from a quiet theater
settling into a rousing
concert venue full of
live music and feelings
of nostalgia as Gordon
Lightfoot took the stage
for a dramatic performance.
Lightfoot’s
performance was part of a
string of international
tour dates stretching
across the U.S. and Canada.
Nearly every seat in
the Chester Fritz was
filled, as many people
from the greater Grand
Forks area came to witness the singer’s longevity.
It is no secret that
Lightfoot is a musical
icon. With over 250 songs
in his artist repertoire, it
is no wonder why he has
been a long time inspiration to many other great
artists including Bob
Dylan and Elvis.
Even though the Canadian folk legend is

nearing 80 years old,
Lightfoot’s performance
Monday evening proved
he still has some fuel left
in the tank and hasn’t
given up yet.
When Lightfoot, 77,
stepped out on the stage
to join his four-piece
band, there were cheers
from the audience, who
most likely remember
him at his peak. An era
when his pleasing baritone voice could carry
his folk-style songs with
his poetic, often haunting lyrics.
However, the musician that took the stage
on Monday night looked
far removed from the
powerhouse legend he
once was.
Looking gaunt and
frail, playing simple guitar, Lightfoot murmured
his songs in a soft, crumbling voice that barely
rose above the rest of the
band.
Through no fault of
his own, Lightfoot’s age
really showed during his
performance.
Granted, over the
years, the singer has
been
through
many

Concert Review
hardships,
ongoing
health issues and has
even had close brushes
with death.
Unfortunately, during the performance, it
was very apparent how
these circumstances took
their toll on the singer
and his once velvety,
folk voice.
Yet, despite sounding meager, Lightfoot
and the band powered
through and played a
wide range of songs, including many popular
hits such as “The Wreck
of the Edmund Fitzgerald”, “Carefree Highway”, "Sweet Guinevere," "Never Too Close,"
"14 Carat Gold" and
"Rather Press On."
Although Lightfoot’s
performance failed to
bring the energy and
power of the past, he still

delivered a determined
and untiring stage presence as he filled the room
with feelings of reminiscence.
It can be said that
one of the most difficult
problems for performers who are passionate about performing is
knowing when to hang
up the guitar and retire.
But after Monday
night’s performance, it
is apparent that as long
as loyal fans continue to
support him and send
him their deep love,
Lightfoot will undoubtedly continue to take the
stage until he can no longer stand.

Amanda Hefner is a staff writer
for the Dakota Student. She can be
reached at amanda.hefner@ndus.edu

Alley Stroh / The Dakota Student
Musician Gordon Lightfoot performed on Monday, Oct. 17 at
Chester Fritz Auditorium.
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Uncertainty in athletic funding
Sean Cleary
The Dakota Student
While some have celebrated President Kennedy’s email to campus saying no sports will be cut,
the announcement left me
with more questions than
answers.
Included in the Intercollegiate Athletic Committee’s (IAC) proposal to
Kennedy were several specific recommendations for
how to find the money to
cover the expense of keeping all 20 sports at UND.
These included increasing student fees, increasing institutional support of athletics by $7.3
million, increasing ticket
prices by 25 percent and
reducing the number of
free tickets, increasing the
share of revenue from ticket sales at the Ralph and
Alerus Center.
The proposal also included funding all of
these sports with the full
amount of scholarships. In
his email announcement,
Kennedy “affirmed” the
plan while at the same
time noting the difficulty
with several of the aspects
of the recommendation:
“We will pursue options suggested in the IAC
recommendation though
feel compelled to recognize the fact that all will
depend on the agreement
of others and uncertainty
exists that such hoped for
additional funding will
materialize.”
It seems a bit premature to announce no sports
will be cut when many of
the funding mechanisms
seem up in the air. It’s clear
that athletes and supporters on certain teams will
be very upset if programs
are cut, but the drawbacks
associated with funding
the proposed recommendations are much more
spread out and at times
difficult to measure.
First, student fee increases should be taken
seriously. Kennedy acknowledged this in the
statement:

“Enhanced
student
support in terms of increased fees would require
broad student support
and would occur at a time
when students may be also
asked to consider supporting an upgrade of the Memorial Union.”
While tuition is usually the focus of conversations on college affordability, fees add up. Students
have already seen rapidly
increasing costs in periphery areas of education
like textbooks, room and
board.
Under the suggestions
from the IAC, student
fees allocated to athletics would increase from
$10.69 per credit hour to
$14.50.
That’s $45 more a semester for every student
enrolled in 12 credits or
more, which is not an insignificant amount considering potential other fee increases. This cost is spread
out among a lot of students
and over a long period of
time, which reduces pushback to it, but that doesn’t
make it alright.
Next, $7.3 million will
be reallocated from within
UND for athletics. Like
Kennedy acknowledges,
this means that money will
need to reallocated from
elsewhere.
In order for it to make
sense to move $7.3 million
from one area of the university to another, it must
be true that this athletic
expenditure takes precedent over whatever else it
would have spent on.
In an era of tight budgets, it seems hard to
imagine that there is $7.3
million to be easily found
in the university that won’t
be missed elsewhere. Will
the $7.3 million come
from money that would
have been spent on other
student services? On research? On the millions of
dollars in deferred maintenance the university has
already amassed? These
are all valid concerns when
thinking about the university as a whole.

Nick Nelson / The Dakota Student
Thomasine Heitkamp, UND professor in social work, speaks during the Intercollegiate Athletic Committee metting on Monday
afternoon at Robin Hall.

Additionally, if the
money is moved, it’s a
very real possibility the
university will again have
to deal with budget cuts
due to declining state tax
revenue and appropriations. Future plans should
be sustainable, and the
university should be able
to signal to the North Dakota Legislature that it is
a prudent steward of taxpayers’ money.
I also find it conceivable that increasing ticket
prices so dramatically will
prompt an outcry from
UND sports fans. While it
makes sense for spectators
to bear some of the costs
associated with enjoying
athletic events, increasing
ticket prices seems like it
will
disproportionately
affect sports that draw a
large fan base in the first
place.
Finally,
negotiations
with the Ralph and Alerus
Center for more of the ticket revenue seem like they
are far from a done deal.

In an article published on
Oct. 18, Tom Miller of the
Grand Forks Herald wrote:
“Although
Kennedy
acknowledged those recommendations
require
third-party approvals, the
president stressed the university would not be revisiting cuts if the recommendations don't come to
fruition.”
This makes it sound
like even if UND doesn’t
see increased funding, no
sports will be cut. If this is
true, it even further complicates the future of funding for maintaining all the
athletic programs.

In conclusion, it seems
that there are many issues
with how exactly UND
will afford to keep all its
athletic programs. Many
of these issues are acknowledged by Kennedy
in the same email in which
we are told all of the sports
teams will remain, and
that doesn’t seem to provide much more certainty
to the average member of
the UND community.
I hope that the next
few weeks provide more
clarity as to what the future holds. When final
decisions are being made,
the UND administra-

tion should consider the
needs of all constituencies,
whether they are athletes,
students, faculty, fans or
North Dakota taxpayers.
Some decisions have
very clear and immediate
repercussions, but equally
important is the consideration of the slightly less
visible effects and the long
term consequences associated with these decisions.

Sean Cleary is a copy editor for The
Dakota Student. He can be reached
at seandcleary13@gmail.com
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Schedule

|

W Hockey
vs. Wisconsin

10/23 @ 2:07 p.m.

W Volleyball

@ NDSU
10/25 @ 7:00 p.m.

M/W X Country
@ Big Sky Conference

M Football
@ Weber State

10/28 @ 11:00 a.m.

10/29 @ 1:00 p.m.

10/28 @ 7:00 p.m.

@ Minnesota Duluth
10/29 @ 7:07 p.m.

W Soccer
@ Northern Colorado

M Hockey

Hawks look to take away Bengals’ stripes

UND head back on the road in hopes of keep the streak alive
Adam Gunderman
The Dakota Student
Last season, the Idaho
State University Bengals
won two games. One
against Division II Black
Hills State University,
and one against UND
at the Alerus Center for
their homecoming.
The
loss
had
a
devastating effect on
the playoff hopes of the
Fighting Hawks. They
came into the contest
4-1 and looked like they
were in prime position
to make the FCS playoffs
for the first time.
The Hawks led the
game for most of the
contest. In the fourth
quarter, UND collapsed.
They allowed 15 fourth
quarter points en route
to a 37-31 loss.
Since the win was
the only victory for

ISU against division I
opponent, it really hurt
the Hawks when it came
time for the playoff
committee to pick who
got into the playoffs. It
was a big factor in them
not making the playoffs
last
season,
despite
having a better record
than the last team in.
However, the loss last
season isn’t something
the team dwells on.
“We don’t talk about
it,” head coach Bubba
Schweigert. “We aren’t
into 2015, we’re into
2016, our concern is our
preparation. We want
to work very hard to
stay atop of the Big Sky
standings.”
This season, UND is
once again coming into
the matchup in a good
spot. The Hawks are 5-2
overall and 4-0 in the Big
Sky Conference, which

puts them atop of the
conference.
The Bengals are 2-5
this season. Their last
time out, they faced
Northern Arizona and
got blown out 52-7.
For the Hawks, the
winning
streak
has
continued. After starting
the season off with two
losses, UND has rattled
off five wins in a row.
Last week, the Hawks
beat up on the reigning
Big
Sky
Conference
champion Southern Utah
45-23.
For UND, this is a
game they should and
need to win. As the
Hawks saw last season,
they cannot take any
team in the conference
lightly. ISU may not be
the best team, but if they
beat UND, we have seen
what it can do to UND’s
playoff hopes.

In ISU’s only win
against
a
Division
I
opponent,
they
had
big
plays
for
touchdowns.
Four out of five of their
offensive
touchdowns
went for 21-yards or
more. They also returned
an interception for a
touchdown.
“We need to figure
out a way to stop their
big play people and
limit their big plays,”
Schweigert said. “Their
team is very capable.
They
have
tailbacks
that have scored from
91-yards and 75-yards
out.”
The Bengals are also
2-0 at home this season.
They
have
defeated
Sacramento State and
Simon Fraser University
from British Columbia,
Canada.
The
Hawk’s

secondary will look to go
back to work. Last week,
they intercepted two
passes against Southern
Utah. They lead all FCS
teams in this category.
Bengals
starting
quarterback
Tanner
Gueller will provide
opportunities for the
Hawks defensive backs.
He has already thrown
eight interceptions this
season.
UND will look to
capitalize
on
these
turnovers as the Bengals
have given up 48 points
on turnovers so far this
season.
Offensively,
the
Hawks could be primed
for another big day. ISU
has given up 37.8 points
per game. They have
allowed an average of
224.7 rushing yards per
game and 247.7 passing
yards per game.

“I think it (balanced
offense) makes a team
difficult
to
defend.
Balance is tough to
defend,”
Schweigert
said. “Right now, if
we’re able to run it, and
throw it, and spread the
ball around, it’s really
difficult to defend.”
In
UND’s
five
victories,
they
have
scored less than 31
points just once, a 17-15
win over Montana State.
Kickoff is Saturday,
Oct. 22 at 3:25 p.m. in
Pocatello, Idaho.

Adam Gunderman is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
adam.gunderman@und.edu

Breaking the beaver’s dam
North Dakota look to break Bemidji’s goaltending

Hunter Plante
The Dakota Student
The Highway 2 rivalry
will be renewed this
weekend at the Ralph
Englestad
Arena.
The
University of North Dakota
Fighting Hawks host the
Bemidji State Beavers in
men’s hockey.
The
Beavers,
who
come in at 4-0, have
swept Bowling Green and
Northern Michigan.
The hot start for the
Beavers puts them in the
National Polls for the ﬁrst
time since 2010.
“Very
experienced,
hardworking team,” said
head coach Brad Berry. “It’s
Stop in for new items from...

a traditional Bemidji State
team. It’s gonna be a tough
weekend, and we know
that.”
The Hawks are no
strangers to being in the
National polls, but this
weekend will be the ﬁrst
big test for the defending
national champions, who
come in with a home sweep
over Canisius, and a victory
over Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute last weekend.
The Beavers will look to
hand UND its ﬁrst October
loss under Brad Berry.
Normally, when these
two teams meet for a nonconference match, it’s a
home-and-home
series
where one game is in
...the best selection around!
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Bemidji and the other in
Grand Forks.
Last time the Beavers
beat the Hawks, it was at the
Ralph on opening night in
2014. Since that night, UND
has been impressive in front
of their home fans, winning
34 games in a year and a
half.
UND has been dominant
on oﬀense this season. They
have been outshooting their
opponents by an average of
25 shots.
Credit is due to the
defense, but most of the
shots are thanks to the
oﬀense, having picked up
right where it left oﬀ last
season.
While they have been
phenomenal, there are still
some things they can work
on.
“The last couple games,
chasing the lead, that’s
something we have talked
about,” Brad Berry said. “I

don’t think our starts have
been poor, it’s just execution
on a couple things we have
to sharpen up.”
Led by Hobey Baker
hopeful Brock Boeser and
Colorado Avalanche ﬁrstround draft pick Tyson
Jost, the oﬀense has been
sizzling, and it will look
to continue against a team
that has traditionally played
tough, physical hockey.
The Beavers also have
one of the most experienced
goaltenders in the nation.
The Beavers will put
Moorhead native Michael
Bitzer in goal this weekend.
Bitzer has been nothing
short of exceptional for the
Beavers. In four games,
Bitzer has allowed only
two goals and has a save
percentage of .977 this
season.
It will be extremely
important for the Hawks to
score on special teams this

weekend, a task Bowling
Green
and
Northern
Michigan couldn’t do.
The Beavers’ opponents
have had multiple chances
to score a man-up, but out of
22 chances, the Beavers have
allowed zero goals on the
power play.
Bemidji State is very
eﬀective on the power play.
Out of the Beavers’ 10 goals,
three of them have come
when their opponents were
short-handed. It’s safe to
say the Hawks need to win
the special team battles if
they want to be successful
this weekend against 18th
ranked Beavers.
Ralph Englestad Arena
is easily one of the best
atmospheres in college
hockey and the crowd will
be a big factor this weekend.
This series will start a
tough stretch of games for
the Hawks.
Their
next
four

opponents have a combined
record of 11-3-2. Four of their
next ﬁve series are against
teams that are currently
ranked in the top 20.
“The season will get
harder as we go, with
Bemidji, who’s 4-0 on the
schedule, and obviously
not looking past them, but
Duluth and the Gophs
and Denver coming up,”
Christian Wolanin said “We
have a pretty big month
coming up here.”
This weekend’s games
are scheduled for Friday
and Saturday with puck
drop at 7:37 p.m., and 7:07
p.m., respectively.

Hunter Plante is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
hunter.plante@und.edu
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The new Hawk has landed

Allyson Bento
The Dakota Student

There’s no doubt
the University of North
Dakota women’s hockey
program has welcomed
the strong eﬀorts from
their
underclassmen
this season, including
freshman
forward
Ryleigh Houston.
Houston wasted no
time getting acquainted
with the North Dakota
style of hockey by
snagging her ﬁrst goal
of her career in her
ﬁrst game of the season
with the team eﬀorts of
senior line mate Amy
Menke.
“We were on the
power play and I just
gave the puck to Amy
and I jumped to the
middle of the ice and
she fed me this beautiful
pass. I didn’t really have
to work hard for my

goal,” Houston said. “I
ended up putting it in
and falling on my face,
but then I got up and it
was a surreal moment.”
Houston has earned
her place in the lineup,
playing in all six games
this season and scoring
one goal and assisting
another.
The dream is now
set in full swing and
reality has sunk in,
Houston is a Fighting
Hawk and this is her
time to represent UND
to the best of her ability.
“It’s always been a
big dream of mine to
play here, ever since
I started high school
I always wanted to
play college hockey,”
Houston said. “Coming
here was a dream come
true, I’m really happy
here.”
Prior to attending
UND, Houston took
on a much greater

responsibility
by
suiting up in her
Hockey Canada jersey
and representing her
nation.
“Representing Hockey Canada and having my parents there,
putting on that jersey
for the ﬁrst time is an
honor” Houston said.
“Being able to represent my country while
also being committed to
the University of North
Dakota at the time and
having the opportunity
to represent them.”
Houston had already
announced her commitment to the UND
hockey program so she
was given the chance
to show everyone what
the Fighting Hawks
were to expect in the
upcoming seasons.
With a successful
hockey career so far
playing for Balmoral
Hall and Team Canada,

there are still nerves
about
scoring
and
succeeding with a new
hockey program.
“I deﬁnitely came
into the games worried
about not scoring but
after the ﬁrst one came
it was like a weight
lifted oﬀ me,” Houston
said. “Then again just
winning the game and
all the team eﬀort we
had was great.”
Having a great team
behind her, Houston
found a way to keep
calm and adjust to
her
new
program,
new school and new
lifestyle.
“It’s a lot easier since
I’m so close to home but
there’s an adjustment
to living on my own,”
Houston
said.
“It
hasn’t been as hard as I
thought it’d be. Having
these girls here with me
has helped quite a bit.”
Being just a stone’s

Bottom: Forward Ryleigh Houston breaks past Minnesota State Mankato players during a Homecoming game last weekend.

throw
away
from
home doesn’t just help
Houston but also her fan
base back in Winnipeg,
mom and dad.
The Houston’s have
already punched their
tickets for the women’s
season ahead with
plans to attend every
game at the Ralph and
on the road.
“My parents are
always in my corner,”
Houston said. “There
always there supporting
me no matter where
I am. They’ll always
make the trip down and
I think just having them
around really helps
me.”
Parents are a big
inﬂuence when student
athletes commit to a
university to extend
their athletic career, and
for Houston it was no
diﬀerent.
UND is close to
home for Houston, a

native of Winnipeg,
but ﬁnding a second
home was something
she never thought she’d
get out of a university,
until she stepped onto
UND’s campus.
“Ultimately, coming
to my decision I always
knew where I wanted
to go,” Houston said.
“As soon as I came here
the ﬁrst time it felt like
home.”
Houston
will
continue to suit up as
a Fighting Hawk in
hopes of contributing
to the best of her ability,
continuing
against
WCHA top spot rivals
Wisconsin Badgers this
weekend, Oct. 22-23.
Puck drop is scheduled
for 2:07 p.m. for both
games.
Allyson Bento is the sports editor for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
allysonmarie.bento@und.edu
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